THERE IS perhaps a certain intensity attendant
on childhood poverty that builds interactive
fantasies more readily. For me these were an
involved, passionate relationship with what lay
beyond home. It could not really have been
otherwise. Outside there was exceptional
beauty and freedom. Many years of my
childhood were spent exiled from it, dark years
cowering in industrial England at war. When
other people’s children might have been
enjoying my homeland I was in theirs amongst
bombs and confusion they had been moved
to avoid. So my eventual return was emotional,
unforgettable and has haunted my whole life.
Being born on an island, it is said, one remains
ever an islander. One finds in literature many
fantasies of island existence. The sea is never
far away; for me it was an urgent presence,
unavoidable, for it invaded to within a few
metres of home during winter storms, filling
dune flats with inverted skies, frothing in gales or
mirrored in calms. I have written elsewhere of
the Sufi fantasies this inversion induced.

FROM what passed for a field separating our
meagre front garden from high dunes there
were two horizons, one the sea, the other a flat
landscape. Across the sea a bulky headland
terminated our horizon, separating it from the
flatland that was punctuated by a ‘mountain’.
The headland was perhaps 30 metres high, the
mountain a mere 100 metres but looked more
like an overgrown Neolithic burial mound. These
proliferated over the surrounding lands. Tradition
has it that Anglesey (Ynys Môn) was the sacred
Druidic heartland, granary of Wales (Môn Mâm
Cymru) and source of their mineral wealth. From
the mountain on my horizon the 19th century
made refractory clays and bricks. But from
another mountain, hidden beyond a low ridge,
the bronze age extracted copper, silver, gold,
antimony and lead. This caused Roman
determination to conquer what might otherwise
have remained an isolated corner of Celtic
Britain. The Druids themselves were no great
threat politically but their wealth made them
powerful and here was its primary source. There
were also useful anchorages.

Modern Welsh are not autochthonous people.
They, like the subsequent Normans were
invaders pushed westwards by other migrants
into a related but separate culture. But Ynys
Môn became the Welsh heartland, home of its
princes until finally even they were extinguished,
relegated to cultural memory and myth, the
last Glyndwr. All this is embedded in my
consciousness, inescapable even though I
have never lived there as an adult. It is how I
imagine a colonial feels and that landscape is
the basis for all aesthetic instinct, lean, ascetic
but concealing cultural and environmental
richness. When I lived there I drew and painted
hundreds of images of what it meant to me. It
was the only real reason for learning that skill.
Most have been lost or destroyed over the
many years of absence but recently, sorting out
some boxes here in the south of Spain I
encountered a few relict survivors. And they
brought all back into my foreground at this
change of the year. For this here is also an
island, not entirely surrounded by sea but
different and with an island mentality.

So here, in January is what I saw from our small
front garden. A lumpy field, stabilised dune over
old slate reefs, in summer with flickering clouds
of butterflies, high dunes from which sand blew
into every crevice, the long wide Tywyn beach,
Rhoscolyn with its landmark warning tower islet,
everything from this point outwards an escape
into freedom and adventure in summer; In
winter an arduous source of driftwood for
warming fires.

And how different on a summer tide! Although a flatland, a
geologically ancient peneplane that we are told was once part of
what is now south America - perhaps the Uraguayans will reclaim it! its coastline was infinitely variable and invariably beautiful, a
continuity of headlands and bays, an exploration that grew ever
wider as childhood advanced.

That archipelago you can see
depicted strung across the
intermediate distance was a
magnet equivalent to heaven.
At its end, not visible on this
sketch, we could maroon
ourselves on a grassy island
between high tides, Ynys
Feirig. You can’t do that now.
Only privileged members of
certain protection rackets can
go there. But in those days we
could live happily alongside
puffins, guillemots and the rats
that preyed on them, watch
their daily lives and learn
important responsibilities that
freedom entails. Late in life I
learned indirectly that our
peers were often jealous of
this privilege, a lasting gift of
enlightened parenting. On the
sand in the foreground where
the tidelines register time past
hundreds of terns nested.

a certain light that comes with an approaching
atmospheric depression or front this sketch is from the top of
those dunes near the house. On the left a sea wall and above
it the mock Windsor Castle in stucco built by a sausage
maker. Beyond that the main village. But the main subject,
apart from the light, is the river Crugyll at flood tide barely
separated from the sea.

On the horizon an archipelago of
shales and slates was known as
Boat Pool Rocks. Between rocks
and shore was a sheltered zone of
slate and olivine pebbles where
winkles and whelks proliferated at
a far greater rate than boats. All
the same it provided a relatively
safe tidal anchorage. In the
summer the rich anchored yachts
here amongst those of a few
remaining fishermen and small
pleasure boats, and one we
called Nelly. With this my mother
could escape from what were to
her unbearable pressures and we
could make adventures. It was
light and easy to row when the
decrepit outboard motor failed,
which it did. Even in high waves we
could manipulate her and make
moonlight ventures right over the
bay to Rhoscolyn’s coves. Once I
made paintings recalling those
beautiful indelible expeditions.

… a summer fret off the sea

The previous page - A Summer Fret off the Sea - responds to those
beautiful days when a warm Atlantic fret would seem to dissolve space
like watercolour paint as it rolled in. The pencil sketch above was an
outline for a painting. It is from a place called Tyn Towyn where a small
ridge of slate rocks enclosed small coves. At its head were ranged the
summer homes of the rich from Cheshire and Lancashire who
sometimes bought my paintings.

It began a sequence of
coves and bays that
eventually ended with a
very large headland in
the background on
which Bronze Age
peoples erected a
massive chamber tomb
with stones decorated
with runes. This
sequence made
wonderful night walks
with my mother. Both of
us had excellent night
vision and in those days
without street lights
starlight was a truly vivid
experience, especially
on calm nights in winter
when it was duplicated
mobilised at our feet,
the brighter stars
stretching and snaking
on a gently undulant
swell with only the
whisper of small waves
meeting firm dark sand.

- Castletown
Bay - was also known as
Cable Bay. It was from this
bay that one of the earliest
transatlantic
communication cables was
laid. A sign once stood
where it entered the sand.
On the headland behind in
this sketch you can see a
pen irregularity on its horizon.
This was the Royal Artillery
range where experimental
rockets were tested. In the
far distance are the
mountains of Eryri and the
Lleyn peninsula. The swell
pattern in this bay was often
strangely regular.
A storm cloud hangs over the Lleyn. In the
foreground is the edge of the headland called
Barclodiad y Gawres on which Neolithic man
constructed a large magnificent chamber
tomb. In those early days it was open to sky.

This was always a quiet place to be, in May the
headland heady with densely packed fragrant
squills and later with aromatic grasses and sea
pinks. Steep cliffs harboured seabirds’ nests that
once tempted me and I fell to the bottom.

Pencil sketch of the headland
sequence over Broad Beach &
Barclodiad y Gawres.

An old quarry once used to extract building stone for Porth Tre Castell
farms gashes its headland. A brook crosses the beach from Llyn
Maelog.

was a magnificent group
from the era before the great pre-war
agricultural depression. It dominated this
headland with its range of barns and
accumulated farmhouse accretions. These
farms were architectural gems both in their siting
and in their layout, the culmination of an epoch.

Jackdaws and a few ravens occupied the shale
cliffs here and it was one of the few places where
glacial boulder clays met the sea. An ever
abundant stream ran out across the sand, crystal
clear in those days before intensive nitrates and
other chemicals, filled with watercress until it met
the sand. This pencil sketch details architecture.

with the great Edwardian farms were typical Anglesey
smallholding farms. If you put a flat roof on this it would be little
different from A Cabo de Gata cortijo. Walls were field stone
bonded with lime mortar, sometimes with quoin stones but not
always. Aberffraw, where this example was, was once the
hometown of Welsh princes and held a market charter.

In the 19th century reed or straw
thatch roofs were replaced by
durable Welsh slate. Thatch in these
wild and windy environments
needed constant repair. As I recall
even slate roofs did. The house
plans differed little from those here
in southern Spain. A living kitchen
and a bedroom, perhaps two but
not always. Accretions were
sometimes a washhouse or small
dairy. A ‘ty bach’ replaced earth
closets but was itself often just an
enclosure for the latter. Around the
house would be a fruit and
vegetable garden, sometimes a
flower garden too, and in close
proximity one or two small fields that
the enclosures acts had ordained
from earlier Celtic or strip field lands.
This farm is on a field called Cae
Mawr (big field) possibly once a strip
field. One or perhaps two cows,
pigs, poultry and from the milk a
strong salty butter which they shared
with you if you called.

This farm was near the centre of the island, remote from roads up a green
lane. Set amongst granite outcrops it became a subject of many of my
paintings. Its relationship with its landscape seemed to me to be organic
and ideal though I doubt that its land was. In that area much was badly
drained gley soils, full of rush but also areas of lush grazing. The feeling it
engendered for me was of a relaxed and contented friendship between
rocks, trees and buildings of which I never tired.

A farm gateway near Bodorgan: just look at
that wonderful gatepost! (pencil sketch)

A simple 19th century farm range with
house, laundry, dairy and grain store. Brick
arches to the dairy (pencil sketch)

: Not surprisingly perhaps on a
flat windy island with an arable tradition
there were many windmills. Their conical
towers were of field stone bonded with
lime mortar, as the houses and indeed as
the much smaller Andalus mill towers. Their
strength is in the form and the fact that
lime mortar is able to absorb high levels of
vibration. Also not surprisingly, because it is
universal, farms with mills were the more
prosperous ones. The internal machinery
was cast iron and wood. During visits to
Anglesey I photographed most of the
remnants of the mills, some with broken
sails even. Unfortunately the photographs
were destroyed along with many others.
This is a rather overworked sketch of a large
farm near Gaerwen as it was. The
machinery was all tumbled inside the
tower. Not only was this an arable farm but Another mill farm, at Carmel. Most of these large farms had
the sequences of walls tell of large herds, shelter belts of sycamore trees. On this particular farm they
sheep and cows mainly.
were around the flower garden tended by the farmer’s wife.
We sat there quite often with tea and cream cakes. In the
foreground a typical schist wall detail and this mill tower,
without any sails, still had it turret top. Large barns and byres
indicate prosperity but declining in those later years.

Mill Cottage, Bodorgan; once a watermill probably belonging to the Bodorgan Hall estate but
no machinery remained.

Previous page: Like Orkney, which also
consists of relatively flat islands,
Anglesey had watermills on quite small
streams with sufficient flow, but not so
many as, for example, Orkney
Mainland. There were still a few with
wheels and machinery intact but
unused in those early years and they
fascinated us but they quickly became
derelict. Orkney is much wetter and the
many small streams there on the
sandstone were more frequently
refreshed. It should be a source of
sustainable power, used to drive
individual electricity turbines but even
there they are almost without exception
derelict in favour of overpowering
modern wind turbines which diminish
already miniature landscapes.

Crinkle-crags whose erosion engenders the reverse
impression that they might be growing, the barnacle
encrusted schists, slates and frequent unconformities
deposited by glaciers, crushed by seismic upheaval and
shattered by unimaginable frosts.

A landscape unto
themselves rocks interlock
with sky. A late pencil
sketch from one of my last
visits to Anglesey.

of the Isles of Scilly was never my homeland but there were many
times I wished it could be. It is the most remote of the inhabited islands,
separated from the others by a deep and often turbulent strait. It is only a
few metres above sea level and can be engulfed by spray. My first
impact was being stranded by storm seas on the main island, St. Mary’s,
and looking longingly over the strait from the safety of a calm harbour
watching enormous waves totally engulf the very large Bishop Rock
lighthouse and white crests forming a horizon behind St. Agnes. It became
a haven, a homeland substitute. ►

On St Agnes rock is never
far from the surface. This
towering pyramid is called
Burnt Island and beyond
are the outer reefs that
have seen uncountable
shipwrecks over the
centuries, including many
from the famous Spanish
armada. Ironically this
same granite mass runs
under the whole of the
bay of Biscay and
emerges in many places
in western Spain and
northern Portugal,
Extremadura in particular.
Sketchbook and camera
were ever companions on
these islands

Such a beautiful wild tangle everywhere,
whether it was the rocks, the tamarisks or
small fields where the special island
cattle grazed contentedly or daffodils
grew and the monumental blue
agapanthus in every corner. Most of all
the intimate relationship with the sea with
all its moods and on this outer island
frequently enormous waves crashing
violently over sculpted granite. It was not
an easy life for the few islanders but they
didn’t ever seem over-anxious to leave!
For me, a love affair to replace that with
my original homeland.
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